New hummer h2

At the time it arrived, this SUV was a great attraction among car enthusiasts. A Humvee-inspired
vehicle was something completely new on the market and instantly became popular. So far, we
have seen three generations of this nameplate. The last model ended its production eight years
ago. According to most reports, the new version will come quite soon, probably as Hummer H2.
We expect to see the same approach, without bigger changes in terms of design philosophy. On
the other side, we expect to see significant improvements in terms of driving dynamics, interior
quality, and other things. This is the aspect where we expect no surprises. The new Hummer H2
should continue with a familiar styling approach, which in practice means another
Humvee-inspired SUV. Compared to the previous model, we expect to see pretty similar look, as
well as similar proportions. Still, this redesign should bring a lot of new details as well.
However, mechanics seem far more important in this case. We expect Hummer H2 to adopt the
new platform, probably the same one that underprints Chevy Colorado pickup truck.
Considering that this will be a mid-size SUV, it will compete with few more similar models on the
market, such as Jeep Wrangler and Ford Bronco. The first one came completely redesigned
recently, while the other one is about to come back after decades of the break. Unlike the
exterior design which is expected to feature familiar contour, this part of the Hummer H2 should
come completely new. Compared to the previous model, it needs to be far more
passenger-friendly, if the company wants a competitive model. In practice, this would mean a
better use of space, which will provide more legroom and better visibility. Also, previous
generations of this military-inspired truck featured poor interior quality. This is another aspect
with a lot of room for improvement. Of course, this includes new tech features as well. Most
likely, the new Hummer H2 will feature a familiar 3. This unit is good for about horsepower and
pound-feet of torque, though we could see some tuning for this occasion. There is a great
chance to see a large V8 unit in the offer as well. This will be an optional engine, almost like a
familiar 5. Both engines should come in a pair with an 8-speed automatic transmission. The new
Hummer H2 is still nothing more than a rumor and we are waiting for the official confirmation.
Read More. Ten years ago, Toyota presented a concept of a hybrid pickup truck called A-Bat.
Ivana Vukcevic August 7, , Hummer. Related Posts. A casualty of a tanked global economy and
rising ecological concerns, the brand died in , but the name will return on the GMC Hummer EV ,
revealed today. Then, in January, we got our first look at a teaser of the electric Hummer ,
learning that it would be branded as a GMC when it returned â€” a move that likely saves GM
some cash by not having to spin off yet another vehicle division. A power-operated tonneau
cover secures cargo and improves aerodynamics when needed. One large panel spans the
width of the front row, with two half-panels over the left and right sides of the rear seat.
Meanwhile, power-dropping rear glass opens up the cabin even more. The Hummer features a
massive Other cameras provide a maximum of 18 different views. The optional, unusually
named Watts to Freedom mode activates an immersive driving experience that also unleashes
the full capability of the EV powertrain for maximum acceleration. GM claims 0 to 60 miles per
hour can happen in as few as three seconds in this mode. At launch, the GMC Hummer EV will
take marching orders from three electric motors that offer a GM-estimated 1, horsepower
kilowatts and laughable 11, pound-feet 15, newton-meters. According to reporting from Car and
Driver , the electric motors probably produce closer to lb-ft 1, Nm , a number that would be more
impressive had GM stuck to it rather than giving into the temptation to trump up its numbers.
One Hummer EV boast that requires no caveats is its impressive volt DC fast charging,
compatible with chargers of up to kilowatts. The thoroughly modern Hummer offers four-wheel
steering, including an already-teased CrabWalk feature that angles the rear wheels in phase
with the fronts at low speeds, improving maneuverability in certain conditions. That claimed
wheel torque will undoubtedly be a boon over obstacle-strewn paths, particularly GMC claims
that the Hummer EV can scale inch verticals. Still, we assume that it will offer impressive
ground clearance and approach, departure, and breakover angles, especially given the claim
that it can ford more than 2 feet of standing water. The latest version of Super Cruise even
detects when a lane change would be optimal, initiating the maneuver and using the turn signal
appropriately. Every Edition 1 will be identically equipped, painted white and outfitted with an
attractive, modern Lunar Horizon interior. Super Cruise also comes standard on the Edition 1.
While the Hummer EV is something of a throwback to American off-road and militaristic
nostalgia, the Cybertruck is pure futurism. If it can stick to its claimed performance, pricing, and
availability, the Cybertruck will make the GMC a harder sell. Can I pre-order the Hummer EV?
What's the price of the Hummer EV? What's the range of the Hummer EV? GMC claims a
maximum range of plus miles, courtesy of three electric motors and Ultium batteries with an
unconfirmed capacity. Oct 20, at pm ET. By : Brett T. GMC reveals the electric Hummer as the
supertruck of the future. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local inventory. Search
for: New Cars. Used Cars. Green Official Off-Road. Sign In or Sign Up. Hummer, in its prior

incarnation, was a purveyor of militarized GM trucks that looked aggressive but weren't
functionally much different from their Chevy relatives. Superficial though the differences were,
Hummer spawned legions of what GM calls "passionate detractors," some of whom were prone
to firebombing dealerships. In a plot twist that nobody would've foreseen back when there was
an H2 parked outside every tanning salon from Tampa to Secaucus, Hummer is back for and
buildingâ€”record scratchâ€”electric trucks. Or, in Hummer's formulation, electric "supertrucks.
We're inclined to excuse the hyperbole, given the product. Its debut offering is a four-door
pickup with horsepower, at least lb-ft of torque , and a claimed zero-tomph time of 3. It has
inch-tall tires, four-wheel steering, and removable roof panels. Range is miles and an volt DC
fast charger can add miles of range in 10 minutes. This is not a rebodied Chevy Tahoe. The
GMC Hummer EV promises to recalibrate our expectations for pickup trucks and present an
immediate rival to Rivian and other upcoming electric trucks from Bollinger, Tesla, and Nikola.
It's difficult to place the Hummer in our existing truck context. Is it a half-ton? Is it heavy-duty?
GM hasn't yet released weight, payload, or towing numbers, but it seems like the answer is yes,
to everything. Assuming you can find a trail wide enough to accommodate it like the Raptor and
HD trucks, the Hummer has three running lights front and rear because it's so wide , the
Hummer should be a force off-road. The second year will bring beadlock wheels. Four-wheel
steering can point the rear tires opposite the fronts up to 10 degrees, enabling a The four-wheel
independent suspension provides 13 inches of travel, with the optional air suspension allowing
8. In that setting, the suspension is six inches higher than Normal mode, basically at full
rebound, for conquering high-center situations or low-speed obstacles. In Extract mode, the
Hummer's approach angle is nearly 50 degrees. That feature won't be available on the initial
trucks; it'll be added via a software update on models and become a regular feature for All
Edition 1 Hummer EVs will have a three-motor setup, with one motor on the front axle and two
on the rear, diametrically opposed and sharing a housing. The front motor is paired with a
locking differential, and the rear ones can electronically mimic a locked diff or, presumably, an
open one or a wild torque-vectoring one. Rock sliders are standard on Edition 1, with the
following year bringing optional retractable running boards. Rock-crawling antics are aided by
18 camera views, including two underbody cameras, which include washers. Hill descent
control uses a combination of the hydraulic brakes and regenerative braking, recapturing some
energy while you're creeping down that mountainside. On-road, the Hummer EV offers a
theatrical launch control mode called Watts to Freedom that lowers the suspension, vibrates the
haptic seat, and cues up racy EV sounds from the stereo. Other than that, it sounds like
standard launch-control stuff: left foot on the brake, right foot floors the accelerator, pop your
foot off the brake, and do zero to 60 mph in 3. GM hasn't precisely nailed down power output but
says horsepower will be "about " and torque between and lb-ft. Without activating launch
control, which also conditions the battery, the everyday zero-tomph time in Adrenaline mode is
four seconds. The speaker grilles depict the Sea of Tranquillity the landing site for Apollo 11 ,
and the dead pedal is in the shape of a moon-boot footprint. Is GM suggesting that this vehicle
is a moonshot? We need more lunar clues. Should you care to do some stargazing, nearly the
entire roof is removable, via four panels that store in vinyl bags or optional foam "pizza boxes"
that fit in the front trunk. The panels above the front seats rest on a central bar that is also
removable, opening up the entire overhead area up front. The rear roof panels are bisected by
another bar that ties into a lateral brace that spans the B-pillars. This top support structure is in
the shape of the letter T. We're wondering what to call it, because it seems novel. Maybe there's
something more succinct and catchy, but we'll go with that for now. GM's Super Cruise with
automatic lane changing will be standard equipment. GM tapped Epic Games, the company
behind Fortnite, to provide its Unreal Engine software for the infotainment graphics. Prepare for
a cross-promotional tie-in where the Fortnite flying school bus is a Hummer. All models will be
Edition 1, and all will be painted white with a black roof and riding on bronze-colored wheels.
Those trucks will be loaded with every option and the biggest battery, which has 24 modules
and is an integral part of the structure. GM won't reveal capacity yet, but to get a mile range out
of something this huge, we'd guess at least An SUV variant will also arrive for So that's what we
know so far. Hummer is back with
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a hp convertible off-road monster that can be powered by good old-fashioned American
sunshineâ€”a Hummer that wasn't technically possible when GM axed the brand a little more
than a decade ago. We like it. Now can we get a horsepower Saab wagon? New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and

Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View
Photos. The GMC Hummer is a four-door electric pickup truck with a mile range that makes
horsepower and at least lb-ft of torque. Competitors on the Horizon. You may be able to find the
same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site.
This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Electric Vehicles.

